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ABSTRACT

New determination of the chemical composition of en-
glishite from near Fairfield, Utah, and from a second oc-
clurence, the Tip Top pegmatite in South Dakota, require
a revision of the chemical formula for .rris 

species. The new
formula is Na2K3CalsAlr:POdzt(Ot{)zr26HzO which,
wrth Z = 4, yields a calculated density of 2.69 g/cm3,
compared with the new observed value of 2.68 g/cm3.
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SOMMAIRE

Les r6ultats de nouvelle analyses chimiques d'enelishite
de Fairfield (Utah) ainsi que d'6chantillons provenant d'un
nouveu glte dans la pegmatite de Tip Top (Dakota du Sud)
requibrent la r6vision de la formule chimique de cette esp€ce.
Pour Z = 4, la nouvelle formule, Na2K3Ca16A115@Of21
(OH)r.26st9, donne une densitd calcul€e de2.69, qui con-
corde avec la nouvelle valeur mesur€e, 2.68.

Clraduit par la R6daction)

Mots-clds: englishite, composition chimique, pegnatite,
Dakota du Sud, Utah.

INTRoDUc,iloN

Englishite was first reported from the variscite
deposit near Fairfield, Utah, by Larsen & Shannon
(1930), who described it as a new species, with the
chemical formula 4CaO.K'O.4N2O34P2O5.14H2O.
Subsequent study by Larsen (1942) established the
monoclinic symmetry of englishite and provided ad-
ditional data concerning the paxagenesis. Moore
(197Q provided crystallographic data la 38.43Q), b
11.86, c 2{.61 A, B ll1"16', space group A2/a or
Aal and proposed the formula [KrNa(H2O)aCao.,
(PO3OH)3I[AI3(OH)6(PO4)(PO3OH)13 (Z : 8),
based in part on a suspected structural analogy with
mitridatite. The recent discovery ofa second occur-
rence of englishite in the Tip Top pegmatite in South
Dakota @unn el al. 1983) prompted a re-analysis
of the original englishite from Utah, which had not
been chemically analyzed in the 53 years since the
original description. The integrity of the type sam-
ples of englishite was probably inadvertently com-

promised by the accidental switching of vials, as
described by Dunn (1978) in the discreditation of
lewistonite and dehrnite, two otler phosphates from
this deposit, supposedly coalaining K and Na; these
were shown to be carbonate-fluorapatite. However,
englishite has a very characteristic appearance; its
platy aggegates of lustrous, colorless crystals have
a vitreous lustre and a very characteristic X-ray pow-
der pattern (Moore 1970. The samples from Utah
studied herein all conform to this description aud
yield powder data in good agreement with those pub-
lished by Moore.

CHEMISTRY

The samples in this study were chemically analyzed
using an ARL-SEMQ electron microprobe utilizing
an operating voltage of 15 kV and a sanple current
of 0.025 pA standardized on brass. The following
standards were used: montgomeryite (Ca,Al,Mg,P)
and hornblende (Na,K). The samples were aualyzed
using a large (50 pm) defocused beam-spot after fhst
establishing chemical homogeneity with a smaller
beam-spot. Water was determined by the Penfield
method. The resultant compositions are presented
in Table l.

Calculation of unit-cell contents, using the crys-
tallographic data of Moore (1976) and a newly de-
termined density of 2.68 g,/cm3 (obtained using
heavy-liquid techniques) yields, as an average ofthree
analyses of englishite: Nas.$K3.q1(Cae.zsMgo.oe)rs.ss
Alrn.sa(POJ20.n(OHhrf26.IMzO (Z = 4) or, ideal-
ly, Na2K3Ca16Alrs(PO+)zr(OH) t26ltzO. This yields
a calculated density of 2.69 g/cm3, in excellent
agreement with the measured value. The near-
constancy of Na in the Utah material suggests that
Na is essential in englishite. Results of the previous
analysis, by Shannon (cl, Larsen & Shannon 1930),
are preented in Table I for comparison, but are now
considered highly suspect. The formula of Moore
(197O is likewise improbable inasmuch as the ratios
of the non-alkali elements are now seen to be
markedly different from those proposed by Moore.
Gladstone-Dale calculations, using the optical data
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of Larsen & Shannon (1930) and the newly deter-
mined densiry, yield for the average of the three ana-
lyses of Utah englishite, a Kp of 0.213 and a K" of
0.215, using tle constants of Mandarino (1981). This
calculation supports the accurary of our analyses.

The englishitc from the Tip Top pegmatite, neax
Custer, South Dakota @unn e/ a/. 1983) is not
amenable to a highly reliable analysis by microprobe
inasmuch as it occrus in friable, puffy masses un-
suitable for standard sample-preparation techniques.
We prepared a pellet of this material and subjected
it to microprobe analysis utilizing the same proce-
dures used for the Utah englishite. We consider the
resultant analytical data, given in Table l, to be of
markedly lower reliability than those of the Utah
material. Even so, the data are in reasonably good
agreement with those for the Utah englishite. Prin-
cipal differences lie in the presence of some Fe in
the Tip Top material and in a slightly different Ca:Na
ratio. The presence of both Na and K in this materi-
al further supports the argument that K and Na are
essential to the species.

It is of interest to compare the formula for
the Utah englishite proposed above with that of
Moore (1976). Recasting the two into compar-
able forms yields: [K1.5Na(H2O)1.5Ca5(POJ:.s]z
{ALt(OtDr.o (HzO)a.o[e@OJz]r (present study) and
IKzNa(HzO)4Ca4.5(POTOH)3]2{Al3(OH)e[(POJ
(PO:OH)}zle (Moore 1976). In each case the con-
tents of the second pair of braces represent, accord-
ing to Moore, alunite-like layers in the englishite
structure, whereas the contents of the first pair of
braces represent what is present between the layers.
The chief differences befween the two interpretations
are the presence of 6 rather than 5 alunite-like lay-
ers in Moore's formula and the different amounts
of molecular water and phosphate ions in the inter-
layer positions. In addition, Moore assumed the ex-
istence of monohydrogen phosphate as well as
orthophosphate ions in englishite.

In the absence of a crystal-structure determination
it is not possible to say which, if any, of the pro-
posed formulas is correct. However, two points

should be made. The first is that in his 1976 paper,
Moore proposed a strustural formula for mitrida-
tite involving alunite layers and PO3OIP- ions, and
then used that as the basis for his englishite formula.
The proposed mitridatite formula was later
abandoned by Moore & Araki (L977), who showed
by crystal-strucfure analysis that mitridatite contains
POo:- ur the only phosphate species and that'
althoug?r related to alunite, this mineral contains no
alunite-like layers. Secondly, Moore's provisional
formula for englishite wa$ derived from the
analytical data of Larsen & Shannon (1930) for this
mineral, whereas the new formula proposed here was
obtained by modern microanalytical techniques using
several specimens, all of which gave similar results
that differ from the original data. In our opinie11,
therefore, our new empirical formula for englishite,
in addition to having the virtue of relative simplicity,
is more likely to accurately represent the composition
of this complex and still enigmatic mineral.
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